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Firma.Video technology is continuing to rapidly advance and its
use is becoming more widespread in many different applications.
Many systems are now able to receive and process digital video
streams in addition to receiving and processing audio information,
including telephony communications. Each of these disparate
signals can be independently carried over different
communications networks, for example over separate voice band
or higher-frequency radio channels, or each can be carried over a
separate frequency band of a communications network, for
example over separate television broadcast channels. In such
video based systems there is an increasing need to be able to
process the signals in a way that is amenable to the signal
processing requirements of the applications. For example, video
signals can be received from digital video cameras and displayed
directly as video images on the associated display device, or can
be converted to digital data to be stored, transmitted, or processed
further. One such system that receives and processes incoming
video signals in a particularly advantageous manner is a video
conferencing or teleconferencing system. In such systems, video
information is transmitted from a source, such as a camera or
telephone device, to a receiving device, such as a display or
loudspeaker, over a communications network. The
telecommunications networks that carry such information can vary
from the simplest form to a system that is complex in its operation.
For example, the simplest networks might be analogous to a “dialup” telephone network, where a user may connect from any
terminal such as a personal computer with a
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